
Highlighted in our texts of 2018/2019 we voiced that Country Clubs have reached the 
“passé” status. Nationwide we find that Country Clubs are struggling, owed to the 
decline of Golf as a sport and overbuilding of the past. More than 800 golf courses 
have closed in a decade. Participation in the sport is down 20%. “Nike” discontinued 
production of golf clubs.  On November 3, 2016, Golfsmith was approved by the U.S. 
Bankruptcy court of Delaware to be acquired by Dick's Sporting Goods after being 
purchased for 69 million dollars. Golf courses are being abandoned, bought by 
corporate operators with back-up plans to convert them into home builders’ projects. 
Demographic changes triggered difficulties, upsetting Country Clubs and the entire 
business communities. In today’s commercial environment there is no room for 
“mediocre”. Could anyone ever believe Sears Roebuck would crumble, General 
Motors filing for bankruptcy or Fannie Mae going out of business? The new mayhems 
require “different strokes for different folks”. “Baby Boomers” and “Millennials” 
have different mindsets as to their leisure time and shopping habits Read: May 6 2019 
Delaire can have a Brighter Future 
  
Shopping habits and Leisure time have seen the most dramatic changes during this 
present upheaval called the new the upper crust. In the past “R and R” time spent by 
seniors and the enriched was achieved by joining Country Clubs. That changed when 
women entered corporate America’s workplace and pierced the glass ceiling. Country 
Club lifestyles of long hours on the golf course and card room no longer suit their 
purpose. Family lifestyles changed with living and working in the fast lane. The “do 
wells” of America are no longer choosing Country Clubs. That brings about the 
problem of the “period”, too many clubs luring fewer members. In today’s 
“surroundings”, the cub survivor will be the one that has the professional trained 
manager with Hotel & Resort training. Selecting board members from the membership 
is an exercise of futility. In the current environment, a popularity contest deprives the 
membership of needed professionalism. Delaire rests in that category of clubs and if 
nothing changes they will end as a builder’s portfolio owed to constant dues increases.       
May 1, 2019 Instead of looking for a GM call Concert Golf  
May 1 2019 Latest Acquisition in Florida 
 
The membership’s blasé attitude of Delaire’s “decline”, characterizes it as “Time 
Machine Stuck in the Past”. Zucker & Co. view mandatories as captives that cannot 
quit, in so doing taking them for granted, vs. favoring non-residents that can quit. That 
attitude ranks them “GREENHORNS” for overpricing resident memberships, while 
underpricing non-resident participation.  Excessive Dues Spawns Defections by 
Abandonments.  “Fleecing” dues structures for resident members diluted our 
bankrollers from 326 to 280. Continuing to take resident members for granted will only 
result in more defections. Sheltering our financial backers from abuses starts 
when Boards are replaced by qualified members.  Board members without 
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management expertise are “GREENHORNS”.  Zucker &Co administration showed an 
absence of ability during “The GM/COO Termination”. Trent Squire was terminated 
without a back-up in place. (Mistake one) Not one board member possessed the 
management skills to take charge during the interim. Not our words, related in their 
own words during an interview. (Mistake two)  Since none were qualified to shoulder 
managing the Club, that left them empty-handed. “GREENHORNS” devoid of abilities 
had no options but to capitulate to Trent Squire. They had to re-hire him paying him 
exorbitantly to remain until replaced. (Mistake three) The Board then doubled down 
with more failing decisions, assigning inexperienced club members on the “Search 
Committee” to select a GM/COO, instead of keeping the responsibility at Board level. 
(Mistake four) Is this a way to run a business?   Read: June 3 2019 has the Moment 
of truth arrived 
 
With the problems of not having a GM/COO and a “Neglected underground 
infrastructure problem”, that could reach $2 million dollars, the “GREENHORNS’’ 
presented an “$8 million 5 Year Plan” & a wish list claiming that 50% of the members 
supported the program. “NO SURVEY DATA WAS SUBMITTED” The plan is a “re-
do” from the  $23 million Club House/Health Club completed 7 1/2 years ago and the 
$4.4 million not to exceed (costing more than $8 million) golf enhancement completed 
3 years ago. A “COPY-CAT” wish list was added featuring items put up at the Polo 
Club, St. Andrews, Broken Sound, with triple the membership of Delaire. They defined 
our recent $31 million combination build-outs an aging facilities. (Mistake five) Read: 
April 18 2019  The 5yr. Strategic Plan 
 
“GREENHORNS” not able to manage as described during the GM/COO termination of 
Trent Squire “Lack Credibility”.  With Golf Clubs fading and the sport declining and 
too many Clubs with too few members, this is not a time to spend $8 million dollars we 
don’t have. The Underground infrastructure potentially costing $2 million dollar is 
something that is not available from our “Capital Improvement Fund” the funding is yet 
to be determined. That is the only issue to be addressed at this time. Everything else 
is off. That is our idea of good/sound management.  

Before we hire a new GM/COO, we should investigate 
organizations that manage clubs and hear their presentations. 

There are no costs involved for a presentation. 
 
This might be the best way to proceed before we hire another costly manager. 
Our Board made the mistake to give the GM/COO a five year contract. What did 
that get us? The Board no longer has “CREDIBILITY”.   We should not let them 
make any further decisions! 
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